
Answers to referee 2 

We would like to thank the referee for the remarks. In what follows, an answer is given to each 

remark. 

Major issues 

 

2.1 Preprocessing techniques. 

 

A list of different techniques for filling/treating missing values is given, but it is needed to give 

a comprehensive explanation of the benefits/advantages and disadvantages of each one of them. 

When/why is it recommended to use one or another? Related to outliers removing, it must be 

explained how to avoid that abnormal values associated with the failure of interest are also 

removed. 

 

The authors acknowledge that the part on the preprocessing techniques mainly sums up 

the different techniques. We have added some extra information (including a review 

paper) to the paper that explains what potential problems there might arise with certain 

technique. Still, we do believe that an in-depth analysis of the different preprocessing 

techniques falls outside the scope of the paper, as the main focus remains on the NBM 

and anomaly detection techniques. 

 

 

3.2.2 Selecting healthy training data 

 

It is not clear that healthy data coming from data previous to a failure can be used together 

with healthy data coming from a data posterior to a failure to construct a NBM. That is because 

the replacement of a component can significantly affect the (normal) behavior of the WT. Some 

authors even recommend a “quarantine” of data not to be used after the replacement of a major 

component such as a gearbox. The WT with the “new” gearbox can have different normal 

behavior, as in fact it is a different machine. In the paper figures 4 and 5 are too simplistic and 

do not take the aforementioned comment into account. Explain, how this can be considered or 

counteracted. 

 

The authors acknowledge the fact that a new generator or gearbox bearing can behave 

differently compared to the previous one. However, data analysis showed that the 

differences in temperatures are quite small. Experiments have been done where the 

models were retrained after each replacement, for each turbine separately. However, 

there was no clear difference in performance. This indicates that, even though it is likely 

that there are some differences between the old and new bearings, the differences are so 

small that they do not jump out compared to the noise that remains after modelling. The 

advantages in terms of computational complexity, training time and required amount of 

training data has made us decide to go with a single training phase.  This information 

has been added to the revised manuscript. We have not included the results of these 

experiments to keep the number of pages in the manuscript limited. 

Furthermore, the authors acknowledge the importance of quarantining data that comes 

from just after a replacement. This is also done in our research. Data that follows a 

replacement by less than a month is not used for training (see Section 3.2.2). This to 

avoid that the training data gets polluted with upstart and testing behavior. We 

acknowledge that figure 4 is too simplistic. Figure 4 shows which data is considered 



healthy (and suitable for training) and which data is considered unhealthy. However, the 

figure contained an error. It did not show the 1 month quarantining of the data. The 

figure has been corrected in the revised version of the manuscript. 

 

3.3 Normal behavior modelling 

 

In this section, it is written that “The explicit NBM that will mainly be used is the elastic net. It 

is a simple, transparent, and robust model that can handle large amounts of (correlated) 

predictors, while at the same time it can work with a limited amount of training data. This 

corresponds to requirements set by the industry. For this reason, deep learning models, like 

AEs, are not used in this research.” It is needed more detail about the statement that “industry 

requires a limited amount of training data”. Why this requirement? How limited? The 

reasoning that deep learning models are not used in this research because of this “requirement 

of industry” its weak. It is missing an important comparison, as AEs are unsupervised by nature 

and one of the best fit models for this type of problem. Testing only  with elastic net is too 

simplistic, as deep learning approaches are not compared (only SVR and lightGBM wchich are 

machine learning approaches). I recommend to compare at least  with ANN. 

 

The authors of the manuscript acknowledge that the statement “The explicit NBM that 

will mainly be used is the elastic net. It is a simple, transparent, and robust model that 

can handle large amounts of (correlated) predictors, while at the same time it can work 

with a limited amount of training data. This corresponds to requirements set by the 

industry. For this reason, deep learning models, like AEs, are not used in this research.” 

is quite strongly worded (more strongly than was actually intended). We did not mean 

that AE models are not used in the industry. We are aware of the fact that they are used. 

What it should have been is that the requirements were set by the industrial partners 

with whom we collaborated. 

Based on discussions with the industrial partners, a scope has been defined for this 

research. The scope was defined as developing a methodology that can handle situations 

in which there is a constraint on the amount of training data (at most a couple of months 

of training data per turbine, but preferably less) (using 10-minute SCADA data). Other 

demands were that the models are fast to train, and do not require a lot of maintenance 

(this was never precisely quantified). The idea behind these requirements is that when a 

new wind farm is added to the system, the condition monitoring methodology should be 

operational in a short time. These requirements explain why the models were trained on 

a limited amount of training data (6 months), why experiments have been done with 

only 2 months of training data, why the elastic-net vs. the rest analysis was done (elastic-

net trains much faster), …, and it also explains why deep learning was not taken into 

account. 

We acknowledge that this was not made sufficiently clear in the manuscript. The 

clarifications have been added. Furthermore, the revised version of the paper is 

expanded with results from multi-layer perceptrons. The results show/confirm the 

results presented in the original paper. In some cases these models perform (marginally) 

better than the elastic-net model. In other cases they perform worse than the elastic-net. 

The results are more or less in line with the results from the light GBM and the 

conclusions derived from it. An explanation for the fact that the more complex models 

only perform marginally better in some cases can be found in the preprocessing. By 

subtracting the fleet median from the SCADA signals, most transient behavior has been 

removed (it is “modelled” out by the fleet median which can be considered an implicit 

NBM). This “simplifies” the problem substantially, which means that the better 



modelling qualities from the more complex models do not really show. Figures 1-5 give 

a preview of some of the results for the multi-layer perceptron. Figures 1-2 show the 

prediction errors of the different models for some models. Figures 3-5 give an overview 

of the RMSE results for three wind farms. 

 

 
Figure 1: Results for wind farm 5 turbine 3. 

 
Figure 2: Results for wind farm 5 turbine 3. 

 

 
Figure 3: RMSE results for wind farm 5. 

 



 
Figure 4: RMSE results for wind farm 2. 

 

 
Figure 5: RMSE results for wind farm 1. 

 

3.4 The anomaly detection procedure 

 

Explain the meaning of variable idio_comp in eq. 5. Explain the meaning of q in eq. 6. It should 

be detailed how variable health_score is computed. Please, review all equations and explain in 

detail all variables involved, as they are not clear overall the manuscript. 

 

The authors of the manuscript acknowledge that the explanation of the equations was 

lacking. For this reason more detailed information on the equations has been added. An 

equation explaining the calculation of the health score has also been added. 

 

4.2 Experiment 2: The added value of using lagged predictors 

 

It is said “Reasons for the low added value of the lags can perhaps be an insufficient number 

of lags, a lack of information on the dynamics in the aggregated SCADA data, or the 

combination of transient and non-transient behavior. The first hypothesis seems to be unlikely 

since limited experimentation using more lags showed no clear improvement in performance. 

The second hypothesis is possible. The third hypothesis would imply that the dynamics of the 

steady-state and the transient behavior of the turbine are so different they can not be learned 

by one elastic net model.” I do not agree with the statement. Temperature variables have a slow 

dynamic, and thus the second hypothesis is not likely to be correct. However, the third 

hypothesis is very likely, as the WT behavior is highly non-linear, and thus can not be learned 

by one elastic net model. This is the reason lags did not show improvement. Again, testing only 

with elastic net is too simplistic, as deep learning approaches are not compared that can really 

“learn” to highly nonlinear dynamics that the WT undergoes. 



 

The authors would like to thank the referee for these remarks. However, we would like 

to point out that in the paper no decision was taken on which hypothesis (the 2nd or 3th) 

is the correct one. The only thing that has been stated is that the 1th hypothesis is 

unlikely. Further research is required to determine which of the two remaining 

hypothesis is correct. This will be postponed to a future paper.  

Furthermore, we would like to point out that the non-transient behavior problem has 

largely been resolved by subtracting the fleet median from the signals. By doing this, 

transient behavior that is common to the whole fleet, which means it is caused by 

environmental conditions, is removed. This can be seen in Figure 2, where the 

idiosyncratic component exhibits much less variance. This is due to the fact that 

common cool-downs are captured by the common component. The transient behavior 

that remains in the idiosyncratic component are for example cool-downs that are specific 

to a turbine. These can be the result of a turbine that is stopped for maintenance. 

However, these types of events are much more rare than the common cool-downs. This 

means that when the idiosyncratic component is used as input to other explicit NBM 

models like the elastic net, the problem to be solved has been simplified substantially.  

It is in our opinion not so clear that the second hypothesis is invalid. If we would use 

the original SCADA data signals as input, the hypothesis would indeed be unlikely. 

However, when the fleet median has been subtracted from the SCADA data signals this 

is not so clear anymore. Let us for the sake of the argument assume that all wind turbines 

have exactly the same signal values (for example all have the same generator bearing 

temperature). This implies that the fleet median would be exactly the same as the 

generator bearing temperatures of all the wind turbines. This means that if the fleet 

median is subtracted from these temperatures, the result (the idiosyncratic component) 

equals to 0, no matter whether the turbines are in steady-state or in transient behavior 

(we ignore here the case in which a single turbine  is transient, e.g., due to maintenance). 

This means that there is no autocorrelation left in the signal, which means that adding 

lagged values to the model is useless. In reality of course the generator bearing 

temperatures of the different turbines are not exactly the same. There are some small 

deviations, causing the idiosyncratic component of a turbine to be sometimes slightly 

above or below zero. This means that the idiosyncratic component most likely contains 

at least some autocorrelation. However, this is substantially less than in the original 

signal. Furthermore, adding the lags of the different predictors massively increases the 

dimensionality of the problem, which can impact the performance of the algorithms. 

These two phenomenon together can explain, in our opinion, why adding lagged values 

might only have a limited impact on the performance results. In conclusion, in our 

opinion it is not clear whether the second or third hypothesis is the most likely. This can 

be the topic of future research.  

We do however acknowledge that this reasoning has not been sufficiently explained in 

the paper. For this reason it has been added. Furthermore, we expanded experiment 2 so 

that the revised paper contains also results for multi-layer perceptrons. 

 

The experiments given in Sections 4.1, 4.2, 4.3, 4.4, 4.5 are not really tested for early failure 

prediction, but only tested for how well the NBM predicts the target variable. The title of the 

paper states that it is an “overview of NBM approaches for SCADA-based wind turbine 

condition monitoring”, therefore this implies testing not only the NBM itself but also the 

analysis of the NBM prediction error. It is too simplistic to only compare the prediction error 

on the target variable. It is necessary to include in sections 4.1, 4.2, 4.3, 4.4, 4.5 a study about 



the prediction error and how many false alarms and good predictions of faults are obtained. 

For a scientific consideration, a hit rate and an error rate must be given. 

 

We agree that condition monitoring is not only the normal behavior modelling, but also 

the detection of the anomalies. However, since it is not possible to check all the different 

combinations of the NBM modelling and the anomaly detection techniques, we decided 

to split the research in two. Sections 4.1-4.5 focus on the normal behavior modelling, in 

which attention goes to how well the model can predict the healthy test data. We started 

from a benchmark in which only the fleet median is used. Then, we applied the elastic 

net on top of it. We saw an improvement in the performance. Next, we tested several 

strategies, such as adding lags, more complex machine learning models, … The 

conclusion was that the base elastic net model predicts relatively well the healthy test 

data, and that the different modifications (and other ML models) have no or only limited 

added value.  

Once this was established we used the simplest well performing model (i.e. the base 

elastic net model), and used this in the experiment on the anomaly detection techniques 

(see Section 4.6). The idea behind this decision was that training time, complexity, … 

play an important role. For this reason it seems to us that the decision to use the base 

elastic net model as a basis to analyze the performance of the anomaly detection 

techniques is reasonable. 

However, we do acknowledge that simply mentioning the RMSE of the prediction error 

on the healthy test data (as done in experiments 1-5) is insufficient. For this reason we 

constructed a new metric that analyses the difference between the unhealthy and healthy 

RMSE. A good normal behavior model maximizes this difference ((large) positive 

value). The larger this value is , the better the model is for making a distinction between 

healthy and unhealthy behavior, and the more useful it is for anomaly detection. The 

results for the new metric are added to each experiment (except experiment 6) in the 

revised paper. 

 

 

Minor issues 

 
Reference Catellani et al., 2021 is incorrectly spelled, it should be Castellani. 

This error is corrected in the revised paper. 


